IMAGING

CAPTURE, LINK AND SHARE HIGH-QUALITY IMAGE FILES
CONVENIENT FILE CAPTURE

DATA SECURITY

Quickly organize images and other files with CommandCentral Jail’s
File Capture feature. The Imaging module allows your personnel to
easily add files to a record by dragging and dropping them into the
correct field from a hard drive, scanner directory or network location.
Easily move multiple files together or capture files one by one. An
accompanying description can also be attached to each file, allowing
others to easily identify its contents.

Sensitive information is protected in the Imaging module with
customizable restriction options, empowering your jail personnel
to grant full access to some files while restricting others.
CommandCentral Jail’s security features allow personnel to lock
specific files or hide them completely from those who do not have
viewing privileges, as well as give specific officers the ability to
modify files.

LIVE MUG SHOT CAPTURE

FILE DESCRIPTION

CommandCentral Jail’s Imaging module helps your personnel control
camera functions remotely through a live video feed, which includes
eye-level and face-width guidelines to assist in taking uniform
mugshots. Images can be automatically cropped and stored in a
format and size compatible with standards issued by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

The CommandCentral Jail Imaging module gives you and your team
quick access to information about each file attached to a particular
record. Easily enter the complete name of each file and create an
accompanying description. Icons displayed on the record enable you
to see what types of files are attached without even opening them.

LINEUPS
Creating lineups based on the age or physical characteristics of a
suspect is simple with CommandCentral Jail Imaging. Your officers
can configure this feature to search for records of inmates who fall
within a certain range for date of birth, as well as height, weight and
other physical characteristics. You can also choose how many inmate
images are displayed in each lineup.
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INTUITIVE EDITING FEATURES
With the Imaging module, your officers have access to several tools
for enhancing and editing the quality of digital images. For example,
if photos taken at an accident scene are less vivid than expected,
whether too light or too dark, you can easily adjust brightness,
sharpness and contrast with the click of a button. You can also rotate
and resize the images as needed.
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For more information on CommandCentral Jail, visit
motorolasolutions.com/jail.
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